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DETERMINATION OF STRESSES IN GAS-TURBINE DISKS SUBJECTED TO PLASTIC FLOW
AND CREEP
By ~f. B. ~hLLENSON and S. S. ~lAMO?!
SUMMARY
.4 $nitediference method previously presented for comput-
ing e[astic streweg in rotating disks is eztended to include the
computation of tht disk ~tresseswhen plastic$ow and creep are
considered. Ajinite-diJerence methodia employed to eliminate
numerical integration and to permit nontechnical personnel to
make the calculations un”tha minimum of engineei+ng super-
vi~ion. fl.lustrati~~eccarnp[esare included tofacilitate explana-
tion of the procedure by carrying out the computations on a
typical gas-turbine disk througha complete running cyck.
Tle results of the numerical examples pregentedindicate that
plastic~ow markedlyalters the elastic-strew distribution.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of jet propukion as a motive force for air-
craft, the gas turbine has become an important source of
power. In most machinery, design stresses are limited by
the yieId strength or the creep strength of the material em-
pIoyed, together with a certain factor of safety, and lit.tIe or
no analytical consideration is given to the occurrence of
pIastic flow under operating conditions. Gas-turbine disks,
how-ever, me required to operate under thermrd gradients
and centrifugal forces producing strwes that, in materials
currently available, frequently exceed the yieId strength,
result ing in pIast ic flow. The interaction of plastic flow and
creep, together with the Tariation of thermal gradients
through a series of cycles consisting in starting, rurming, and
stopping, can produce stress distributions and even failures
that might not be anticipated on a basis of elastic-stress
analysis.
A rapid rout in.e method of elastic-stress analysis of rot sting
disks is presented in reference 1, which gives accurate ~alues
of the true stresses in disks provided that the yieJd strength
of the materkd is not exceeded. The finite-difference method
of reference 1 has been extended at the hTACA Cleveland
laboratory to include consideration of plastic flow and creep,
which thus allow-s calcu.kt ion of the true stress= in a gas-
turbine disk and gives the variation of stress diatribut ion
-with time. The handling of pIast.ic flow is somewhat less
‘ routine than the calculation of the elastic stresses in that a
repetitive trial procedure is required. With practice, the
correct value c-an be obtained on the fourth or fifth trial.
The computation of the effect of creep, although in procedure
the same as the computation of plastic fIow, is a. direct. calcu-
lation requiring no trial-and-error procedures. Because the
method eliminatw numericaI integration, nontechnical per-
sonneI can make the caIcuIat ions with a minimum of engineer-
ing supervision.
SYMBOLS
me foIIowing symbols are used:
creep rat; u;der strws u*, (in./(in.) (hi-))
elastic moduh of disk material, (lb/sq in.)
axial thickness of disk, (in.)
“()g,‘at10 2U8
radial distance, (in.)
temperature, (“F]
radial displacement, (in.)
coefficient of thermaI expansion between actual tem-
perature and temperature at zero thermal stress,
(in./(in.)~F))
total creep umder stress ae, (in./ii.)
plastic increment of strain, (ii./ii.)
plastic increment of strain in radial direction, (in./ii.)
plastic increment of strain in tangential direction,
(in./ii.)
temperature increment above temperature of zero
thermal stress, (°F)
creep increment in radial direction, (in./in.)
creep increment in tmgentiaI direction, (in./ii.)
strain, (ii./ii.)
pIastic strain corresponding to stress c. in tensile speci-
men, (in./in.)
radial strain, (in./in-)
tangential strain, (h@.)
Poisson’s ratio
mass density of disk material, ((Ib) (sec2)/ii.4)
stress, (lb/sq in.)
equivalent tensi.Ie stress, (Ib/sq in.)
radial stress, (Ib/sq in.)
tangential stress, (Ib/sq in.)
proportional eIastic limit, (lb/sq in.)
time during which creep occurs, (h.r)
angular velocity, (radians/see)
The following supplementary subscripts are used for de:
noting values of the preceding symbok in comection with
the finite-difference solution:
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n nth point station
n-l (n-l)st point station
a station at smallest disk radius considered
(For disk with a centraI hole, this station is taken
at the radius of the centraI hole; for a solid disk, this
station is taken at a radius approximately 5 percent
of the rim radius.)
b station at rim of disk or base of blades
The following supplementary symbols denote combinations
of the foregoing sy-rnbols: - -
A
1‘“strcxs coefficients defined by equations4*B ur,n=Ar,nu,,=+Br,nr,nB, U,,m=A~,~cr:.=+B,,~
C: ‘=rnh,
.—
-.
~, =c’’&+cn(H’.–P’a–Q’J
n C’.D.– D.D’.
(Mn and M’a are defined in reference 1 for the special
case P’n=Q’n=o)
.
( r~—?”&]C?,,n_l 1— ~r ~rt- )
MALYSIS oF PLASTIC Fm w AND”CREEP
Assurnptions.-Four assumptions are made in tho subse-
quent anaIysis:
1. The disk material is linearly ehwtic up to a limiting
stress vaIue, calIed the proport iomd elas Lic limit-j and ttbovc
this limit plastic flow occurs.
2. All variables of material propmties and opcmt ing
conditions are symmetrical about the axis of rotution.
3. &&I stresses may “be uegIcctcd and tho radinl and
tangential stresses are uniform arross thc thickuees of the
disk.
4. Temperatures are uniform across the thickmxs of thc
disk.
Outline of method .-h any thin rotating disk, t hc conl-
plete stress state is defined when h two prinripal Stresses,
radial a, And tangential a~, are known at every radius. Two
equations relating these stresses to tho radius arc required
to specify the stress distribution. ‘J’hofirst of these cqun-[ions
can be determined from the conditions of equilibrium of at]
element of the disk and involves no ehwtic properties of lhc
material. The second is derived from the comptttihility
conditions, which state the iutcrmlat.ion of radial ad
tangential strains. The compatibility conditions arc dcpmd-
ent upon stress-strain phenomena and must thmeforo
includo any departure from linear elasticity. When moMica-
tion to allow for any possible depm%urc from Hoolw’s law
is made, the compatibility conditions become true for my
value of stress. The equation derived from the cmnpat ibility
conditions thus modified, together with the cquilihrium
equation, is treated by the fiuite-difference mcLhod of refer=
ence 1, a-rid similar equations are obtained. ‘llcsc cquat ions
result in .adclitional terms in the final equations, which am
used to modify the rtiult of the elastic talc.ula tio~
Whenever stresses under discussion have lxicn wdmdntwl
by the method of “refe.rcmce 1 only, [hey wiIl be rcfmrcd to
as “eIastic stresses’!; where plastic flow and crrcp have lwcu
taken into account, the stresses will bc referred LOas “plastic
stresswo’!.
Derivation of method,—T’ho equilibrium equation, whicl~
appIies to. both the eIastic and plastic condilione, is
-$(rhu,)–hu,+w’r’h=o (1)
The elastic compatibility relations given in terms of Lhc
radial displacement ara
.
.+. (2)
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Equations (z) and (3) must be modified to include consider-
ateion of plastic ffOW. When a material is stressed beyond the
proportional elastic Iimit, the strain in the material is
different from that indicated by Hooke’s law. The strain
under such a load may be considered M being made up of
two components, one elastic as predicted by the laws of elas-
ticity and one an increment of strain due to the flow that
occurs. Rewriting equations (2) and (3) on this basis gives
e,=~–uT~P”’+.A T+Ar—— (4)
q=
~=~+aAT+A, (5)
Similarly, any creep that occurs represents an additional
departure from elastic behavior, which further modifies
equations (2) and (3) to
e,=$=~+aAT+A,+& (6)
e,=;= ~+aAT+A,+6, (7)
When the parameter u is elim.ina.ted as in reference 1,
($ &,-&r+ aAT+A1+h )
1+/.l A,—Ag+&-6,
== (ar—at) += —T
(8)
.Ipplying the fhite-difference method to equations (1)
and (8) and using the notation introduced in the section
Symbols giv~
cncr,=– Dnv,,n=Fnur,._l+ G,ut.w_l-M. (9)
and
c’.ur,z– D’xu,,z=F’ncr,n_ l–G’=ut,x-l+E’.–,’Q– a’a (10)
The solution of the equations is facilitated by the substitu-
tion of the stress coefEcients A,,z, &mj Br,., and B~,. into
equations (9) and (10). Proceeding as in reference 1 results in
the equations
C,A,,=–DnAt.a–F=A,,n-,– G.A~,_l=O ‘
c’n.4r,=– D’nA,.a–F’n.4,,= _l+ G’nA,,=_l=o
C.Br,n–DnB:.x– FaB,.n_l– G.Bt.._l+H.= O
C’nB,,X–D’,B,,n–F’uB,, a_l+
G’.B.a_l–H’n+P’. +n=O, O,
(11)
Ml but the Iast of equations (I 1) and equations (15) o;
reference 1 are identical. When equations (] 1) axe solved
(12)
The symbols Kn, K’*, L-, and L’s have the same meaning
as in reference 1. The Ma and M’= terms are now defined
m
(13}
~l,x=C’.Ha+CJH’n-P’n- Q’J
C’nDa– C,D’. (13a}
The elastic case of reference 1 thus becomes a special case of
the more general problem in which P’s and Q’. arc both zero.
Eva@ation of plastic terms, —In order to apply the finite-
difference method to problems involving pIastic flow,
a relation between stresses and strains in the plastic region
must be established. In reference 2, a numerical-integration
method for computing disk stresses is prwented i~ which
elongation is assumed to proceed at constant stress when the
proportional limit is reached. References 3 and 4 present
equations for the plastic reIat,ion of stress to strain based on
the maximum distortion theory. ReIat.ions can be derived
from the equations given in reference 4, which form a con-
venient means of finding the plastic increments corresponding
to the stresses present in the disk. Rewriting these equations
in the notation of this report and letting the subscripts
1, 2, and 3 denote the three principal dwect.ions in the. most
generaI case gi~e
Al=: [(u1– u2) + (m- d]
A2=: [(u2–uJ -j- (cr,-u~)]
As=: [(ur–d + (ua–ug)]
(14)
1/
U.=;E T (al—d+ (m-uay + (us—cry
.——
(15)
where the ratio R is defied in terms of the corresponding
uniasial stress ad and plastic strain CPin a tensile specimen
by the reIation
~=~
2U, (16)
When equations (14), (15), and (16) are reduced to the bia.tial
condition, which is assumed to prevaiI in the disk (tliat ‘is,
I ma= O), arid the ihiteditlerence ~otation is introduced “
(17)
and
(19)
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Substituting equation (19) into equations (17) giv~
A,,.=% C37r,n—ws)
0,n 1 (20)A~,n=~ (2a,,n– a,,.)e,n
A typicaI uniaxial streas~train curve illustrating the rela-
tion between efTective stress ae,fl and effective plastic strain
6P,fi on such a curve is shown in figure 1. Investigations at
the National Physical Laboratory of Great Britain on
turbine-disk alloys and experiments by Taylor and Quinney
(reference 5) -were found to correlate well with equations
(2o) for the range of strains over which the vohune of the
rnatcrial is approximately c.onstaut.
Equations (20) give the rekitions between plastic strains
and true stresses that wilI be used as the basis for numericaI
calculations in the present report. The method of strew
ana.lysie to be presented does not depend, however, on the
validity of these equations. & more accuratk relations are
determined between stresses and strains, these reIations may
readily be used in place of equations (20).
Calculation of plastic flow when no previous plastic flow
has oocurred,-The cletermination of the plastic stresses in
the disk resolves itself into the problem of finding corre-
sponding .s@sses and strains that satisfy cquilibriunl and -
compatibility equations (9) and (10), a.nclbinxial stress-struin - -
equations {.20). The problem is approached by f~st com-
puting th~_eIastic stresses, and the equivalent uniaxia] hmsilc
stress at each station is determined from equation (18).
If at any station this stress exceeds the proportiomd rlas~ic
Iimit of the material at the temperature at tkis station, thvn
plastic flow hkes place, and it fiecomes nccessmT to resort
to a triaI-and-error procedure to adjust the stresses to idlow
for this flow.
Assume, for example, the equivalent uuia.sial stress at a
giv$n station lies at point A on the extension of the moduIus
-..
line in figure 2. Bticaik the point A Iies above the propor-
tional elastic limit (point B), plastic flow must occur; The
stress and the strain must 1-wadjusted to fall on the cu rvcd
stress-strain curve that is characteristic of the material.
As a starting poin~the total strain in tho true stress-straill
condition is assumed equaI to the strain at A. The strcss-
strain condition at the given station then Iies on tlm constant-
strain line through B, or at C. The plastic strain ~P,. is
A
Wroln
FIGUtE 2.—UnMal stressarstn curve Utustmtlngpmc%du$ used to find correctvalue of
phstk strsln.
—
—
.
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given by CD. Values of A,,*, A,,-, and P’n maybe obtained by
using this value of eP,x, together -mth the values of ur,~, ut,~,
and a~,mfrom the elastic cdcuhitions.
Once P’. has been calculated, new values of CT,,=,r,,,,
and a~,. can be computed. The new- value of uC,*is greater
than that at point D, such as that at point E. AIthough the
stresses corresponding to cc,. at point E together with the
strain CD meet the conditions of equations (9) and (10),
they Iocate the stress-strain point F, which is not on the
stress-strain curve, so that the physical conditions imposed
by the material are as yet unsatisfied. Inasmuch as any
value of cP,Eless than CD vrould give a vaIue of ue,~ greater
than that at- E, CD is a lower limit of •P,~. SimilarIY,
bemuse the value of uC,. calculated by using an en,. of CD
is too great, the increment of strain E G corresponding to
this a,,, is an upper Iimit of 6P,,. Inasmuch as the true
value of CP,Blies between CD and E G, their numerical
average, shown as H K, is assumed to be a good approxima-
tion. hTew values of P’=, u,,., u~,., and LT,,fican be com-
puted by using H K for ~,m, the stre= at E for a.,., and
a,,. and a,,m. Assume that this new value of u.,. lies at
the point M. Because the stress at M is higher than the
stress at H in value, the increment H K is too small a value
of eP,a and is therefore established as a new lower limit of
ep,a. Further, because M is less than E, the corresponding
incremat M N is a new upper Iimit for eP,, and the process
couId be repeated again with the numerical average of M N
and H K. SimilarIy, if the calculation using an lp,n of H K
had resulted in a u,,. at P, H K would constitute a new
upper limit and PQ a new lower limit. Had the remdting
a.,. been at R, H K would have still become the new upper
Iimit of e,,., but CD would have remained as the lower
limit. The proc- is repeated until the value of ep,~ used
in the computation and the Cr,n corresponding to the
resulting u.,. are equal
Calculation of pImtic flow when previous plastic flow has
occurred, —The equations for strain that would appIy to a
disk that had already undergone the plastic strain are
q= “~+aAT+[At]+At
(21)
(21a)
Here the terms [A,] and [A,] represent strains already
existent in the material before the application of stresses u~
and u~ ancI are constant for the calculation, whereas A7
and At represent the components of plastic strain resulting
from the application of a, and u~. In the solution of the
equations by the fite-difference method, a term [P’%]
appwus together with term P’=. ?Vhen previous plastic
flow has occurred only once, [F”J is identical with P’= from
the previous calculation; where pIastic flow has previously
occurred more than once, [P’,] is the aIgebraic sum of alI
earIier P’x terms. ~us, the previous pIastic flow given by
[P’=] may be grouped with the temperature+ffect term H’n
by replacing H’= with H’=– [P’,].
This procedure amounts to an assumption that, as the
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load and the temperature change, the strws position on the
new stress-strain curve would be the same as if a test specim-
en -were Ioaded above the yield point, the load removed,
the temperature changed, and a new load applied. This
assumption is illustrated by figure 3, in which point A
represents a load~ at the first temperature condition; the
dotted line AB represents the load-removal path; the curve
BC D, the stress-train curve at the new temperature; and
point C, the new- stress position. The totaI strain at point C
is given by the sum of t,bree strains. The residual str&n
caused by the first Ioading is ~; m is the elastic part of the
strain caused by the second loading; and e, the plastic strain
caused by the second loading. .—
When the foregoing procedure is applied, the curve BCD_
must, of course, represent the true stress-strain curve at k
new temperature of a material that has already been sub-
jected to the plastic cycIe OA B. In general, the new strees-
strain curve is different from the stress-strain curve at the
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Time
FIGURE 4.–Typical deformation-time curve fmm a mnstant-teinperatu~ conatantJrad
OrWfltes.
given temperature of a material that has not been subjected
to plastic flow; however, u&ss data are available it may be
necessary to assume that the curve BC D is the stress-strain
curve at the given temperature of a specimen of virgin
material
Cahmlation of effect of creep,—Creep is usually defiued as
tho continuous deformation of material under a continuously
appIied load. Experimental data on creep of various ma-
terials are usually obtained from tests run under constant
load and temperature, although in many engineering appli-
cations of materials the more general problem of changing
load and temperature must be considered. The deformation
curve obtained in a typical test is shown in figure 4, From
this figure it can ba seen. that the deformation may be con-
sidered as having occurred in three stages. During the
primary stage, the deformation proceeds at a decreasing rate;
during the secondary stage, at a constant rate; and during
the tertiary stage, at an increasing rate, which proceeds until
failure occurs.
Because of the lack of data on creep except for uniaxial
tensile stress, a relation between creep deformation and stress
must be assumed. The following equations have been used
for calculations in this report but, as better data become
I r I I I I ! I 1 I
012345 6:: ..7 a g
R&iol disfoxg in. -
FIGURE&-Cress seatlon of disk umd for numerical sxsmplea showing kxatlon of po!nt
Ststlons.
available, more accurate relations can ho used. By the usc
of reaso&g similar to thtit empIoycd in clctcrmining tho
biaxial components of plastic-strain formulm for the creep
increments, &,, and &,. may be writ teu
r.
h,-=~(%,m-%) (22)
(22Si)
In equations (22) and (22a), r. represents W tottil creep
that would occur in time r under the uniaxial stress Ue,n. IL
is here assumed that for sufficiently smalI vahms of r tho
creep may be considered as occurring inst~ntaneausly at the
end of the time period.
During the secondary stage of creep, a c.harart.crktic crccp
rate c. exiaLs,~corre9ponding to tho stress O-C,*at twnprraturo
T, and I’n is given directly by
I?a=c.r (23)
This rate is the value usually pub]ishcd in papers on rrcep
and is the rate used for the numerical ralcula~iuns of this
report. ‘During primary and tertiary creep sttiges, the erccp
rate is also a function of time, but does not otherwiso compli-
cate the computation.
Once values of 8,,, and ~,,, have been found, the vrduu of
the Q’, terms may be determined and ncw vahms of u,,, aucl
U4mmay be computed. If the computed values of u,,, and
u’,, differ by more than a small amount, perhaps z pcrccnt,
from the vahm of these stresses before creep occuiTcd,
a shortw. time interval should be sclectd. and additional
computations made for each such time interwd required to
equal the -total time during which creep occurs. The dfcct
of creep that occurred at previous time intervals is considered
in a manner similar to that empIoyccl in considering previous
phwtic Koiv. The successive values of Q’. am summed to
form a term [Q’.], which gives the tot.aI effect of ail previous
creep deformation so that the term
H’.–[P’,]
is replaced by
H’E–[F’’m]-[Q’.]
In any cfdculation of stress distribution subsequent to the
occurrence of creep, the creep term [Q’J is combined with
the term [P’ ~] as the cumulative eifcct of all previous
plastic deformation.
ExampIes showing in detail how succeasivc stages of
plastic flow and creep are computed, each stage considering
alI previous plastic deformation, are given in tlm following
section.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The numerical examples presented ho represent a set of
computations during one complete. start-run-stop c.yclc for a
typical turbine disk with a continuous rim and welded ldadcs.
The assumed profiIe of the d~k is shown in figure 5, together
with the Iocations of the point stations used k the cmnputa-
tiona. The assumed temperature distributions and corre-
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spending turbine rotat.ive speeds are shown in figure 6.
Curve IV and , the corresponding speed of 11,500 rprn
represent the steady-state running condition. Curves I to
111 and the corresponding speeds represent running condi-
tions through which the turbine disk passes in reaching
steady-stat e operation. Curves V to WI together with the
respective speeds represent running conditions through which
the turbine disk passes when being stopped. Creep is
assumed to occur only during the steady-state running period.
The physical properties of the disk material, including
speeific gravity, modilus of elasticity, stress-strain character-
istics, and thermal coefficients of expansion, were based on
the data appearing in reference 6, together with unpublished
data obtained from the author of this reference. The strees-
strain curves were ccmstructed on the basis of these data and
those for example I appear in &me 7. Inasmuch as no data
were available on the effect of previous plast.ic flow on the
shape of the stress-strain curves, it wm necessary to ignore
such effects and to use curves obtained directly from simple
tensiIe-test data. Creep properties corresponding to a mate-
rial having good creep resist ante were assumed. The effect
of primary creep was omitted because of lack of data.
Because the disk used for these calculations is solid at the
center, a supp~ementary numerical example showing the
computation of the plastic-flow effect on str~ distribution
in a disk containing a central hole is given in the appendix.
Example Ii—Example I is the calculation of the stress dis-
tribution in a disk operating under the conditions of curve I
of figure 6 and having been subjected to no previous plastic
deformation. These conditions are assumed to represent
disk operation after the &at short period of steady combus-
tion -when gas temperatures are high, thereby establishing a
steep temperature gradient between the center and the rim
of the disk.
The prehminary elast.ic calmdation is carried out in table
I (a) by the method of reference 1. Two changes are made in
the tabular setup. The first change is the insertion of
columns 25a and 25b immediately following column 25.
Column 25a lists the accumuhited values of [P’.] and [Q’n],
the total effect of previous plastic deformation. For the
prfmnt example, this column is zero for rdl stations. Col-
umn 25b is the value of the term Wm-[P’B]-[Q’a], which in
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this example is the same as column 25. The second change
is the computation of .31, and ill’= (columns 31 and 32,
respect ively) ~-which were computed in refereuce 1 by the use
of column 25. In the present computations, column 25b
is used. In addition, two more columns, 40 and 41, are
added. Column 40 I&s the values of the proportional
elastic limit UP,=of the material and column 41 list.s the
vahms of u*,n as computed from equation (18). The entries
in columns 40 and 41 of table I (a) show that the equivalent
stress u,,= is less than tTU,=for all point stations except 17
to 6. The effect of plastic flow must be considered at these
stations and flow at these stations modifies the st.ressw at
other locations in the disk. With the a-xcept.ions rmd the
additions noted, the method of computation is the same as
the method of reference 1 and wilI not be discussed in further
detail.
The plastic-flow calculation has been divided into two
parts because several quantities used in the computation
depend only on the dimensions of the disk and can be used
in all subsequent calculations involving plastic deformation.
Th~e quantities are computed for stations 17 to b, as shown
by the four cohmm headings of tablg I (b).
The second part of the plastic-flow calculation is given in
table I (c). The first coIumn in thispart of the table (co1umn
46) lists the vahws of Cp,, obtained from the corresponding
stress-strain curve (fig. 7), as previously explained. Column
46a lists the value of c,,a used for the ensuing calculation,
which for tb e fit approximation is the same as column 46.
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Columns 47 and 48 hat the vahues of A,,. and A,,=, respectively,
computed by equations (20). Columns 49 to 52 are com-
puted as shown by the column headings and from these
cohunne the values of P’* are computed and listed in
column 53.. . Columu .54 gives the values of the term
Wn-[P’ J-[Q’&P’,, which is then used to compute lmw
vahm of Ill., fll’~, B,,., B~,n,a~,a,“.r,,n,ul,~,and u,,~ as shown
in columns 55 to 62, respectively. The new values of c~,~cor-
responding t~ the new values of c,,, are read from figure 7
and listed in column 46 of the second-approximation calcu-
lation. The values in column 46 for the fit and second
approximations now constitute the lower and upper hmits,
respectively, of the poesible strain increments. For the
second approximation, column 4Qa therefore lists as. the
values of CP,,to be used in this set of calculations the numern-
cal averages of the two sets of. readings from the stress-
strain curve. From this value, another new set of stress
values is computed and a third set. of readinga listed in
column 46.
At this point in the calculation, two alternate procedures
are possible, as shown by consideration of station b. Inas-
much as the average value of 4300 X10-e inches per -inch
used in thti second approximation gave a graph reading ,of
1900 X 10-s inches per inch, the averaging procedure would
indicate that the next trial should be 4300:3960X ~o.~
m 4130 xl O-d inches per inch. This value could be used
and the procedure continued until the. correct .v8& is fo.wd.
Considerable time may be saved, lmsvcver, in making the
calcdation if a weighted approximation is used. Because
the plastic-strain value of 3960 XI O-d inches per inch gave a
resulting reading of 4650 X10-o inches per inch whereas the
value 43OOx 104 inches per inch gave the readti 1900 X10-a
inches per inch, the strain. 3960 XI&-.! ~chw Per inch is
apparently more nearly correct than 4300 X10-6 inclm per
inch, In addition, the shape of the stress-strain curve in the
region of 3960X10=6 is such that smticreases in stress cor-
respond to large changes in strain. If a trial calculation were
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made using a value closer to 3960 than 4130 (for inslanc.t’,
4000), more information might be obtained than would bo
obtained by the averaging procedure. The right tmswcr is
thereby more quickly obtained. ‘Nw same re~otig migh~
be applied to the selection of values to l.m USCdat tho othrr
stations for the third calcula~ion. Tho second of these
two procedures has beeu used in tablo I (c), M can l.w mcn
from the values of EP,, in cohlmn 46a used for llw t~lk(l
approximation.
Complct.ion of the third approximation and comparison
with new value9 ofs train obtained from the slross-struin curve
show the estimates of the third appro.xirnation 10 bo ncmly
correct, so that smalI adjustments made to compute (IN fourth
and iifth approximations give the final answers. A calculn-
tion eqnivalcnt to a sixth approximation is then mw.h to
column 53 to get the fired correct values of the P’. hums.
The stresses at the other statious a through 16 can now be
computed by using the value of aL,dfound ill t.hO~ixtl~alWro~i-
mation with the ValUeS ~r,nj A-t,nj B,, n, and 11~,~found in
table I (a). The values of plastic stress aL au radii togclhcr
with the elastic-stress distribution arc P1Ot t.cd in figure. 8.
Example II,-Example 11 cousiders tho disl~ studied in
example I at the time that the oper~ting conditirms hnvc
reached those indicated by curve II of figure 6. The elastic
calculations are made by thti method of rcf crcncc 1 nmlificd
in accordance with the changes made in example I. The
essential. parts of the computation arc shown in tabk 11,
which is abridged from the complete. calculation. Column 25a
lists the vfilues of [P’d that were found as the final valu.m ~.
of P’n in example I. Plastic flow occurs at stations 17, 18,
19, and-b, and calculated true stressw when this pltislic flow
is considered are listed in tuble II. The strwsm obt[~incd ._
as a result of this computation am plotted in figuro !3. The
elastic stressee obtained without considering the plastic flow
that occurred previoudy me a.k.o plotLe.d for compmison in
ligure 9.
Example III,-Example 111 coutimrw tho cyclo analyzed
in exal~~plesI and II, at the conditions of curve IH of figure ~.
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Table 111 gives the eesent.ia.1parts of the calculation for this
example, which is similar to the procedure for emmple I in
table I. The value of [P’J, column 25a, however, is the
total of the values of F“= obtained from emirnples I
and II. In this example, plastic flow occurs ordy at stations
17 and 18. The results of this computation, togethw with
the elastic-stress curves found without consideration of
previous plastic flow, are shown in iigure 10.
Example IV,-The staacly-state operating conditions repre-
sented by curve IV of i@re 6 are treated in example IV.
The essential calculations shown in table IV (a) were made
simiIarly to those in table III except that [P’m] in column 25a
is now the sum of the values of P’= from examples I, 11, and
111. Because no values of u.,, exceed those of u,,=, no plastic
flow occurs and the stress values of table IV (a) are the true
stresses at the b egiming of st eady-state operation. However,
as parts of the disk are at elevated temperature, significant
creep can occur at steady load at stations 16, 17, and 18 where
the stresses are suf%c.iently high. Table IV (b) shows the
cs.IcuIations of creep. Column 63 lists the creep rate cm
(in./(in.) (hr)), and column 64 the creep increment l?. for the
.5-hour running period. Columne 65 and 66 give the com-
puted mdues of ti,.x and 5,,E, respectively. The computation
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then proceeds in a manner similar to the pl~st it-flow ialcu-
lations, as indicated in the cohmm headings. The, values
for stress obtained indicate that, for small values, creep has
ody a slight effect on the stresses. Figure 11 shows the
stress distributions at the beginning and the end of the
.——
steady-state running period, together with the elastic str&ses
obtained without cmsiderirg either creep or previous plnstic
flow.
Example V.—The conditions of example V represent one
of the conditions through which the turbine disk is assumed .._
to pass during the stopping period. The abridged elastic
calculations are given in tab~e V. Values listed now repre-
sent the accumulated eftect of plastic flow [P’J ph;s the &-ddi-
t.ional effect of the creep represented by [Q’J; [(?,1 ~ tie same
as the Q’= computed in example IV. All vahm of u,,, are
less than the corresponding values of u~,~; therefore no
plastic flow occurs. The results of the calculation_ are
plotted in figure 12, together with the elastic stresses com-
puted -without considering previous plastic flow or creep.
Example VL-llmmple VI is the computation of the stress
distribution at. the temperature distribution assumed to be
present shortly after the vrheel has stopped turning. The ___
essential parts of the calculation are shown in table 171.
Because no flow was found in example V, the [P’J+[Q’J
term viill be the same in this example as in example V.
plastic flow occurs at station b. The remdting stresses are
plotted in figure 13, together with the elastic stress% corn-
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puted without consideration of previous pl~tic flow and
creep.
Example VII,-Example VII is the computation of the
stress distribution in the disk after the temperature has
become uniform at the ambient temperature (assumed to be
70° F) throughout.. the disk. These stresses are therefore
the residual stresses in the disk resulting from the flow
occurring during the complete operating cycle. The abridged
cahndations given in table VII indicata that p~ast ic ffow
occurs at station b and the residual stresses are plotted in
figure 1.4.
Discussion of nu-merical examples.—The foregoing cycle
of stress calculations is indicative of the means of obtaining
a complete .mmlyzis of the stress behatior of a turbine disk,
Although the remdts plotted in the various flgurea rmd
summarized in figure 15 do not represent the exact behavior
of any particular turbine disk because of the lack of data on
the material properties and temperature gradients, they do
give a qualitative picture of. the .bel.mvior of a turbine disk
with welded blades, The high residual t.cmsiIe stress at the
rim of the. wheel provides a plausible explanation of the rim
cracking that htis occurred in such wheels. The compressive
flow at the rim during starting and the tensile flowon stopping
result in cyclic flow of the rim material with each start and
stop and possibly induce cracks. When accurate data are
availalde on creep, stress-s~ra.in relations, the effect of
stmin-hardening, and temperature distribution, qua~~titative
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FIOUEE16.—PlustIctrmgvntIaIstm.sesIn tnrblnc disk during onc runn[ng cycle,
analyses of disk behavior will be availuble as a guide in
future turbine design.
CONCLUSIO~S
A me~od for studying the operati~lg stresses in gas-turbiue
disks has been presented that includes consideration of tho
effect of plastic flow and creep on tho stress distribution,
Results of calculations indicate that rim crtih)g in turbine
wheels with welded blade attachments may l.m caused by
alternate compressive and tensile plastic flow as the whcd is
. .
aIternatgly heated and cooled. From the results of t.ho nu-
Derica.1. examples presented, it may be concluded that plastb
flow markedly alters the elastic-stress distribution.
---
FIight Propulsion Researc~ Laboratory,
?SJational Advisory Commit Lee for Aeronautics,
Clevelaud, Ohio, March 5,194.8.
APPENDIX
STRESS CALCULATION FOR DISK WWH CENTRAL HOLE’
The calculations given in the section hTumerical Examples
deal with a disk that is solid at the center and has temperature
gradients such that the plastic flow is cotied t.o the region of
the rim. Disks of other types spun under different conditions
may be subject to plastic flow in other regions.
One e--ample of such a disk is a parallel-sided clisk with a
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FIOCEE16.-Stm.rsesIn paralle14dd disk with wnhal hole.
central hole spun at a uniform temperature. In this disk
plastic flow first occurs in the region of the centrrd hole. Such
a disk spun at a speed great enough to cause some flow near
the hole is calculated here.
The essential columns of the elastic calculation are given
in table VIII (a). Flow is indicated at stations a, 2, 3, and 4.
However, m flow occurs the stresses farther out in the disk
may be increased. The quantiti~ depending on disk dimen-
sions, together with the fit approximation, shown in table
VIII (b), are found in the reamer given in the text. men..
the. -values of B,,. and l?,,. (columns 57 and 58) are founcl for
the stations at which flow occurs, however, new ~alues of
B,,. and B,,. must ako be computed for all other point sta-
tions before a nevr value of U,@ (cohunn 59) can be found:
These computations are also ahown in table VIII (b) for the
first approximation. Mditional approximations must be
made in the same manner until the correct flow increments
are found. The stresses so calculated are plotted in figure 16.
Where large numbers of computations imrolving plastic
flow at the center of the disk are to be made, it maybe desir-
able to change the finite-diilerence approach to the problem
in such a manner that the calculations are made from the
outside of the disk toward the center instead of from the
center toward the rim. This procedure has certain disad-
vantages as a general approach to the problem of stresses-in
disks, particularly in that it requirea a greater number of
significant figures to obtain the same accuracy. For special
applications it may, however, present advantages that out-
weigh the chsaclvantagea in more general problems.
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TABLE I.—CALCULATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE I—Concluded
(n) Elastic-stress calculation-Cmcluded
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6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
18
1!
a
Vakresbornelasti&skess M
aaleuiatlonitnble I (s). 17
1s
y
1------------------------ 17
18
y
2..-. -.- . . ..-_- _--—-- 17
la
:9
8----------------- 17
18
;0
4.- . . ..-. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;:
y
5.. -–.- . . . . . ..-.. .-..-.. 17
18
19
lb
(c) Pirbstic-9tTessee.lcukMOn
40
1 “L--P
bm lb.,G&h= (%3 (48s) ~(estlmte) — —
fig. n (62)X2XIN?@-ml [2%-%)1
13.oilxlo-l
M%1’
!iOSl6
m: w
loio. 3
3?J3.1
law
I%& P
2213.3
3W
1037.a
2W.O
12.668
m%?’
am 3
u Ri7
8!39.26
lCd7.6
2160.8
–19. 657xlo+
-m M
–lM7. 1
-3969.1
–19. 769
–fflL 31
–lMO. 7
-4!2358
–19. 762
–665.43
–M%. 8
-4096.a
–W. ml
-W& 30
–18s6.7
-299S.8
–la 759
–6i8.33
–1846.7
-401L o
–19. 753
–87& w
–1866.7
+IL O
64 5s 66 67
yo~ ;Xla-$
1407.2
19?84
26!n4
2;
89L00
427.W
eW.4s
m. B
8aL&l
8%%F
74446
w 10
298.03
w. 45
Z44.20
@3L03
3m.m
Wall46
734.38
69LK!
8821m
(b) Constanb determined by d!sk geonrehy tn be nssed
h all plastic calculations
17. 0.0M152 o.0M26
Is. . o14im3 .016162
19. .014%6 . o14m
b-. . Ow .014228
-i
44 46
1+(42) 1–(43)
L 0152 0.08438
L 0147 . B81S5
L 0143 :=
L 0139
(47)X(421 (47)-1X(43) (4X(44) (49)r1x(45J (49)%1 -
(61)+(62)
o
.1W07
hm
1; m7
.19023.
“12 P76
–19. Wtlxlo+
-676.94
–1873.6
-40141
–9L 059
–w 3S
&–1 ,.3
-4WL6
–m. 232
-876. a
–w 3
+1
–2a m
–IW130
-ma
–4f15L3
–2). 059
–6S5.27
–1822.1
–40M. s
-20. Om
-W&z–l~a
-W&S
u Owxlo
–M. 369
–K36
–~ i
–IQao
–m 20
–y 1
–19. 4’83
-m 63
–ly. 8
–19. 481
-853.42
–~~ a
–19. 453
–Oed.38
–lS2a. 2
–J 461
–668.38
–1329.a
•1 m. 153X1H
1%?
!i?B&6
m. 24Q
677.G7
1238.8
2dfr&4
.2%%
1248.3
23Fa4
6% ~
IX& 6
2266.0
20.249
872.3i
Ez :
S?%
E:
27,756
---.—
—-.--
---..-
---—
2&m
------
------
------
*967
--.—-
------
-.----
%W
------
------
-—-..
@fKs
----—
.--. —
------
‘a~
---—-
------
—----
l This value of a,. !s BMosubstituted fm tbeMgLnaivalnmd a..nsedin tabla I(a) to mm@e PIasticstressCorsWiorm a tu 16.
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TABLE 11.—ABRIDGED VALUES FROhI CALCU)ZATION OF STf&ESS DISTRIBUTIOX FOR EXAI1l’I;l; 11
-
6
—
a.
-
u,,.
a9
m,.
l--1rl 6 ? 26 mn.= ---- m .. .. .
!.
r7B-[Pf&[Q’.;
64 m m
H’.–[:F]-[ad
.
1
r.
a o.6mo
2:: .6W3
8..
L. i%%
&i.- L MM
6.. LW31
7.- am
8.- a.CCO!l
9.. 4.OMO
10. 5.Olxa
11. 5.mcm
19. 6,mm
18. 6.m
IL 7.Om
M. 7.6000
IL a 0300
17
18. ; %
19. 3.7,503
b.- 9. 031YJ
E.
39.706xlo~
!2Q.ml
29.m
29.no
a. 700
23.mQ
m. 700
29.W
%3.700
Z!ll
3a.eoo
20.400
29.m
Z&im
27.020
27.WI
26..400
2A.7U0
20.nlo
H’. r’ml+[Q’nl a,. “a.
amxlo+
:=
3.6033
am
am
3.Wi3
amoz
am
a 6180
3.63m
3.66M
:%%
3.8410
:%%
9.42m
9.6670
9.94WI
..............-
0 X()+
0
0
0
0
0
0
6:%’
7R370
163.3$
284.co
4S3.94
313.40
1364.6
‘W. 14
u6xa
%:
--.-—-
0 7?iG-
0
0
0
o_
:
6:43’--
Hi, ,
4W94
613.40 .
1%46
969.39
679.33 ““
-% :
-------- --------
Xlo+
I
------------
0 X16+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6%?
.236.
!,
~.
o
0
0
0
0
610%
73.Sio
156.38
2S4.03
4m.94
313.40
13616
83&64
3m.09
251.U
-106. la
..
TABLE 111.—ABRIDGED VALUES FROM CALCULATIOX OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE III
3a 30 I ’64 ““
l
am m“
[FJ+[Q’.I Hs-[PJ–[Q’J
a 5 6
. .
x. a=
i=
7 %.
.,.
AT. H’.
n
I ra a,. H’.-[F+” -[Q’.]-A a,.
:? &3
44:i42
44,221
44ClG!?
42iW*7
43,W
44,141
44,042
48,459
ti, 10!4
34 m
~&l
-I& lae
-44361
-67, WI
-s6, MM
-44,478
-zl, 4?3
g. gxlr# .aaxl@
&am amm
28.800 3.3Z33
38.850
m.m %%
2s.Soo am
‘m.Sm am
amol
2%’
mm :=
33.4m 3.9310
23.?03 am
n. cam
27.am :%
.33.403 9.42m
!m.703
ZLm
:.%
32.400 9.Wlo
19.am 10.029
44,42.6
4<403
44,a69
44238
44,070
4JWJ
44;159
44,631
4&481
41,124
a%MS
Z&.238
–Ii Pa
-44. ma
=$ ~
~~’ ::
-------- ... ...
0 X1O-4
o
0
0
0
r!
------ -.-.--
Xw:
!
--—------ -.---..—.
0 X03+ Oxm+
o 0
0 0
0 0
00 0
8
0
0
0
0
:.
0
14! 19
872.12
%:
i.m -
1%%’
EM
894.w
627.SQ :“.
86L90
1232.0
65a31
77.69
-M9. w
-WAS)
o
n
i. m
l%%’
lm. ea
247.m
304.m
~i %
lzaz o
623.34
9L3M
-% %
TABLE IV.—CALCULATION OF STRESS DISTRIITUTION FOR EXAMPLE IV .—
(a) AtrfAaed mhcs
263
WJ+[Q’J
72
-
39 7a
u.,.
-
‘m1
n
rm
.2 6
a.
7 2s 33
h. E. AT.
-. .
H’= 8,,. U’ms b-l,.
37.omxl@
37.@m
37.em
27.ml
27.MI
27.ml
37.ml
z-i’.m
37.603
g%
.m.m
36.W1
25.lal
2a.m
%.E
19.m
17.em
9.14711xllH
9,14m
9.14m
9.14m
9.14m
9.14m
9.14W
u16WI
9.1840
9.am
9.m
9.33ao
9.4mo
9.600U9.6100
‘J.7430
9.9S70
It%?
10.109
0
a
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X16+ ---------
0 Xlo-$
o
a.
o
&ml
69.m ‘-
limm._.
a4a.w
376.40
joozj
miw __
74s.a
96LW
m9..m .
-404.04 .=
-648.40
-1407.4
. ..............
0 Xlo+
:
8
10.m
56.m
161.CO
343.m
a%$
459.30
036.30
74s.Ml
951.w
633.64
-406.17
-M7. 94
-140tl 8
l&17
1%?&
1163.4
lDETERWATION OF STREESES LW QAS-TURBINE DISKS SUBJECTED TO PI@TIC
TABLE IV.-CALCULATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE
FLOW AiNTl CREEP
IV-ConcIuded
(b) Calcdat!on of eftectd oreepon find St-s
n
e. d=J-
I17. a 2xm+IS. .819. .2b. O 1.Oxlo+ o. io226xllH -O.oiwlwxlo+ 0::~lcxlo+ : ywxo+ -o. W27XIH1.0842 o.mxl~ o:~xl~–L 4e08 –. 95W2H .W246 –:W .011464 .o16!M3 –. W1.13o 0 0 0 –1. 41M -. 45W.011454 0 –. 93489 –. W42
1 Id’ddn n“I 72 2s.
[C.,,* b]+ U,,m
Cwxm+cm (34X8%+(76)
--46.443
–~ 4.18
–16, b36
IQ 470
17. 62&64X1O+ –24W. 1 –M, 876 –62, 3i3 –Io& 103
18. -405.17 –2247.2 7.Ooi.5
10.
–59, S3i –m, 826
-6i7. 04 –2330.2 11,751
b-. –lIOQ 6
-69, m –m m
–!zia. 7 23,20s -a 879 –50, SS5
*cm 16,lm
13,199
lLIXB
9,234
—.. .
------
.. ----
TABLE V.-ABRIDGED VALUES FROM CALCULATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE V
‘i5b 38
-
W.-[P’.HJ’J u...
2 5 617 25 29
-
54
-it
H’=-[P’ -[Q’Jh. r.
m. ecoxlw
28.8m
28.WO
!iasoo
z 700
m.m
Z%iul
!z&Wl
26.xto
28.100
!aCOo
27.800
27.62)
27.403
27.ml
!zo.m
2&m
mm
EE
a. I AT.
~—
W’d-w’nl =1..
--------- ------
9.49 X16+
9.16
8! ~
%22
~:
224.78
42a09
254.27
X7. 76
-E E
30&97
391.74
40.Mo
–2W. ‘m’
–lIW. 5
-l!alas
-------- -.. .
9.49xllH
9.16
3%$
2$
!z2eh70
W. 78
42&w
%%
m. 42
332.09
2omG7
89L74
207.97
m. 02
232.73
24483
—-——.—
0 )(1H
o
0
---------- .....
9.4BX1O+
9.16
8::
X23
2%%
22473
42&09
w 27
.2S7.76
8W. 42
3W 09
306.07
38L74
40.3=io
-2W Q7
–Ilm. 5
–s918.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
TABLE W.-ABRIDGED V.4LUES FROM CALCUL.4TION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE VI
761m,.38 I 39n rr. h. I E. a. 1
AT. w.
~~i~X1lH 236 ------------
!a7 & 91xl!H
& 6~ ns
Ml 2%
:= 244 27.m
aowo 27.30
a 7010 & 46.43
& T191 262
& 7370 2i4 yJ
2s0/
:%% %11
& 7720 % 66.26
2%7820 202 46.6s
& 7910 2as
8.iOQo 813 E:
a &loo 6&6$
& 3140 ?4 2&04
8.3170 324
32i %%
H%l 880 2i. 7Ll
-$.[T.-[P -[Q’J .7,.s[FJ!-[Q’J IY.–[F+.]-[Q’J
----------- . ------------ --
0 MO- a91xlo+
o
0 r: H
o 27.03
0 27.30
0
0 1%2
o 1oo.84
no. 29
i 40.il
o 66.26
0 4&ba
o 66.46
0 46.40
1~. 16 -H
&l%97 -w i17
1383.6 –1203.4
2162.6 –2134 7
a-,.. L Ul,,
2616
3W2
2304
3140
2417
1725
m
2
––G
–Ie39
–2140
–2165
–28i6
–8026
–x#xl
-21Q7
-—----------- -
: 9JX1O+
%%
Ez
100.44
101184
lm. 28
46.11
Ra
6h46
46.46
–I!% %
–Sill 87
-lM5.4
–143L O0
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TABLE VII.—ABRIDGED .VALUES FROM CALCULATION OF ST&iWS lJIS’llSl15 U’llUN lW1t ~.\A.\lr~.r, Vli
—
5
— —
i’ 5426ft 66 611
n
r.
— —
a- o.5Mm
2.. .mm
8.- .7WI
L. 1..0s03
5.- L2MKI
6.- 1.6030
7- 2.Cmo
8.- 8.w33
:- .LOMo
11: :%8
12. 6.W
13. 6..EOM
lL 7.m
15- 7.mKl
16. 3.cOoo
17. 8.2E03
18. &mMo
19. 8. 7W3
h.- 9. mm
2 6 26 m w
-
a,.P’91+[Q’SI FP.-[I-J-[Q’Ja.
— —
...-..-..+----
o XIG+
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-16!. Ie
–am. 97
–m. 5
–947.S1
------------
0 Xlo+
o
0
0
-.-.---.-----—
: Xlb.
o
0
0
n“!
o
0
-!
o
0
0
0
16!.16
86S.97
12$35
14W8
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
6
–167. 16
--- r
–1488.8
TABLE VIII.—CALCULATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR PARALLEL-SIDED DISK
(a) Abridged VUIW
2SP. I Mb
—
r
I
n
7.
——
a- 0.5fnxl
2.- .02YJ
a.. ,7ml
4-. LO(KIO
6- 1.mo
6.- 2.owl
k :0%
9.- a.mm
10- 4.0w3
11- 4.5C00
ls- 5.OCOo
EL 6.5WI
1A 6.Ooal
15. 0.m
16. 7.0309
17- 7.6330
b.. 8.WI13
2s u
u...
01
%.
2 6 7
[l=’J+[Q’,] ~lr.-[P’nl-lQ’Jh*
—
- —
(b) Calculation for FM apprcmirmtfon of phwtfc-stressdfstrfbutfon
—
K1u42 43.—n mm) (Wm.-l— 4-+’ ‘ 5347AT.+#&&x13XCJ6)-C49)I&l,m’zzx :@n”x(@[2)((39)-(3s)] ‘“’” (471-1X(43) (48)X(44) (43)-1X(45)i
10). 03xlo+ _____
537.56 -~ Weaxw
~w
o
&
—.
------ .------ l$$xlom ls~xlti
L 1030 0.67500
LOW .Oxloo am 300
1.1254 .swaa o 0
a.- -------- -.--_-
2.- a mm o.12m
8-. . oa3a3 . 10W
4- .E2ml .166711
.... --—--..-
-_f: ImlJxlo+
-iw
------------ -- —---- .
6QLWX10_@ M?J.OJxlo+
y
230:78
-.---.—.Sf-&xlo+
22-t.34
..-
64
—
—l————— . .
----
-. -
--
a-
2--
a..
4-
6..
6..
7.-
S..
9..
10.
11.
12-
13-
lL
15.
Io-
17.
b..
.--—--------
~~ ;;X1O-$
–ml 34
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
:
-----------q ~: ~1
1o1:2a
:i%it;
+423.s
-4,2M.O
–5, 025.0
-6, m2
-6,597.2
-7,395.6
-~ 1!34.6
+WX4
-9,794.6
–lQ 595
-~ 393
-q 197
------
z, 21:
q W1
6~477
-------
12&510
L?&m
Wcwi
109,WI
-------
138,510
n% 3W
107,020
~ 450
------
......
------
......
-.-.--
------
......
------
—----
------
------
----—
......
.......
-------
—-----
-------
-.——.
--..---
--...--
---.---
.......
------ —
-------
.- .....
-------
------
------
.-...-.
-------00 ---.----------
.-...-.
--.....
-.. .-. .
—--.-
